Sergeant ERIC H COOPER Air Gunner
&
214 (FEDERATED MALAY STATES) SQUADRON RAF
Sgt Eric Harold Cooper
Extracts from the 214 Sqn operational Log for just July 1942.
From this log we can see that each aircraft departed at
different times and had different bombing altitudes and so
on.

Night of 7/8th July 1942
We can see that on the 7/8th he is on R 9355 aircraft with
some of the same crew plus a second pilot. Gardening is the
term used for mine laying.

Night of 8/9th July 1942
On the 8/9th the same crew on the same airframe with Jack
Peel the only pilot on board. Attacking Wilhelshaven.

Night of 21/22nd July 1942
Now on airframe R9356 attacking Duisburg. Same crew plus
an extra pilot.

The Duisburg raid on the night of 23/24th July involved 215
allied aircraft from numerous squadrons and bases in UK. I
do not know how deconfliction between aircraft was
managed but I would suspect that ‘slot’ (ToTs or the time
when each aircraft was scheduled to be overhead target and
releasing weapons) times were pretty much vital. Attack
directions and target areas must play a part in the plan.
Bombing altitudes are clearly a function to mitigate AAA
(Flak). The German gunners would need to know the height
of the bombers in order to set the correct fuze setting on the
shells – alternating each bombers altitude mitigated some
risk from Flak. It is likely that 2 or more bombers were over
target at anyone time otherwise the whole raid at 1 minute
‘slot’ time intervals over the target would take 3 hours and
35 minutes to complete it is feasible though the risks of
fratricide are increased.
It is interesting that the Bomber Command Diary suggests
the weather on target was cloudy. My guess is that it
probably was when the lead aircraft (Pathfinders?) dropped
the flares as they were reported as ‘scattered’.

The exact weather for the 23/24th is still unknown but the
Sqn log for the aircraft that returned shows that it was a
fairly clear night. See below 2 images for that fateful night.
See the two images below -;

23/24th July (page 1)

23/24th July (page 2)

The sun and moon state for that night is also significant
given that it would appear the skies were reasonably clear
(from the 214 Sqn log entries). Theoretically the moon
would have set before 214 Sqn aircraft overflew the Dutch
town of Oss. However morning twilight (astronomical
twilight = 1.5 hours before sunrise, nautical twilight = 1 hour
before sunrise and civil twilight about 30 minutes before
sunrise) would be enough (?) to silhouette aircraft against
the eastern sky or create glints from Perspex canopies –
particularly an aircraft flying at 9,000 feet. The table
reproduced below is for the 23rd July 1942 – but the slight
change in timing for twilight would be more or less 3
minutes.

We know from an exert from Nacht-Jar diaries that Eric’s
aircraft was shot down by a JU-88 at 02:21 hrs at 3,000
metres (9,000 feet) 5 Km south west of the town of Oss. We
know the unit and pilots name of that JU-88.

Looking at the surviving aircraft ToT times it would appear
that W7567 was attacked on the way to the target area. All
214 surviving aircraft ToTs were between 02:21 and 02:40
hrs.

I suspect that the JU-88 crippled W7567 and so Jack turned
the aircraft around 180 degrees and headed back to UK. It
may be that JU-88 followed the W7567 all the way to
Werkendam – but unlikely. I do not know the operational
box that this German was responsible for but he probably
stayed in his patrol area seeking new targets.
The image below shows (for scale) in blue the Rotterdam
P&O terminal, Werkendam and the place we had lunch on
Wednesday 3rd June 2015. In purple is the area of the
Junkers attack (circled) and the crash site south west of
Werkendam. A scale in red is also marked.

Below is a Dutch map showing all the crash sites immediately
south and south west of Werkendam. Each red outlined circle
has a number and letter above it and a year below it. The
number represents the chronological order of the crashes, the
letter represents the nationality of the aircraft. A = American, B
= British, C = Canadian, D = German, etc. The year marker is
the year the crash happened.

The marker for 6B 1942 is the crash site for the aircraft that Eric
was the rear gunner.
Below is the Dutch explanation for the ‘6’crash site.

6) 24 Juli 1942- Short Stirling. W7567, 214 squ
Crash op de polder van landbouwer Salomon Glerum. In
de nacht van 23 op 24 juli 1942, om 02.00 uur stortte
een Brits vliegtuig neer nabij de boerderij van Sal Glerum nabij de polder Kroon en Zalm. Alleen de gewonde
marconist Chyriel Fairhall overleefde de crash en kreeg
medische hulp van dokter Schols in Werkendam.
Daarna werd hij gevangen genomen door de Duitsers.
My niece Kitty Hallam translated the text for us and is as
follows -;
6) 24 July 1942 – Short Stirling, W7567 of 214 Sqn.
Crashed on the polders of the farmer Salomon Glerum
during the night of the 23rd / 24th of July 1942. A
British aircraft crashed near the farm of Sal Glerum
near the polder (called) Kroon and Zalm.
Only the injured wireless operator Cyril Fairhall
survived the crash and he received treatment from Dr.
Schols in Werkendam. After treatment he was taken
prisoner by the Germans.

3rd June 2015
When we drove out to the crash site we ended up about
400 - 450 meters from the position shown on the Dutch
map – not within the 200 meters I had told everyone.

There has been a substantial amount of land reclaimed
since the Dutch map was printed and the Google image
was taken. None the less the navigation error was mine
we were just a few hundred meters from the indicated
crash site.

above - Present day birds eye view

from Google maps with the arc of the photo below drawn
on top

photo taken 3rd July

The Crew of W7567
We know quite a lot about Eric Harold Cooper – but at this time
we know so little about the men he flew with.

this is a photograph sent to Eric Coopers sisters by the mother
of Sgt Dobson.

There is an article from the 214 Sqn web page about the pilot.
Who in my opinion fought so bravely to keep the aircraft flying
after the attack. If I am right in thinking that his aircraft was
attacked on the way in to the target (the surviving aircraft stated
‘slot’ times on the 214 Sqn log strongly suggest this was the
case), and therefore I think that his aircraft was damaged in the
attack so that he turned the aircraft around and tried to fly back
to base. The wireless operator survived the crash – in my
opinion it was a crash resulting from an attempt to land not a
catastrophic crash from altitude that no one could have survived.
There are not too many Americans that have won my admiration
but Jack Peel is one of them.

GERMAN AIRCRAFT JU-88c

Ju 88C series heavy fighter in flight

The Ju 88C was originally intended as a fighter-bomber and heavy
fighter by adding fixed, forward-firing guns to the nose while

retaining some bomb carrying ability of the A-series bomber. The
C-series had a solid metal nose, and retained the A-series style
vertical tail, as well as the ventral Bola gondola under the crew
compartment, although this was sometimes removed at unit level
in order to reduce weight and drag and thus enhance aircraft
performance. The Ju-88C was later used as a night fighter and this
became its main role.
The first night fighter version of the Ju 88 was the C-2, based on
the A-1 and armed with one 20 mm MG FF cannon and three
7.92 mm (.312 in) MG 17 machine guns placed in a new metal
nose. These examples entered service in Zerstörerstaffel of KG 30
and the unit was renamed II./NJG 1 in July 1940.
We know what became of the German and his crew -:
An email from a Dutch researcher explains the fate of the
Germans.
Hi Dick,
Many thanks for contacting me, I,m always willing to help people or
relative how lost a soldier in WWII,
Sgt. Eric Harold Cooper, was the reargunner on Striling W7567 214
Squadron who lost on July 24th 1942.
The plane crashed at 2.21 Hrs (pm) on a Polder of the S. Glerum at
Werkendam Holland.
The plane was shot down by a nightfighter, Hptm. Herbert Bönsch stab
III./NJG2 is was his 11th victory...
Hauptmann Herbert Bonsch of III./NJG 2, On the night of 31 Jul/1 Aug
he was patrolling in his 'personal' JU-88, with two ME-109s of his
squadron. They spotted a lone Halifax bomber making landfall over the
Dutch coast. One of the ME-109s stood off whilst the other two aircraft
attacked. The Halifax was raked stern to nose and wingtip to wingtip; the
mid-upper gun turret took a direct hit, killing gunner Mac McAuley. The
rear gunner, US citizen PO Sam Glasgow of Wallace NC shouted for the
pilot, PO Ron Waite to dive to port - who responded sufficiently quickly
for the JU-88, attacking from the rear, to enter his field range. Glasgow
scored a direct hit on Hauptmann Bonsch's aircraft which was seen to
plunge to earth. The attacking ME-109 was damaged by Mac McAuley
before he died. This aircraft returned to base and reported the

circumstances of the death of Hauptmann's crew at the hands of a Halifax
rear gunner. They believed the Halifax sufficiently damaged to have
crashed into the North Sea - but although all instruments (inc. the ASI)
were lost, and flying controls badly damaged, the Halifax remained
airborne and the surviving crew returned to England and baled out
successfully. Navigator Canadian Bob Poole had been injured in the
battle - shrapnel had opened his wrist to the bone; he rejected morphine
so that he could better plot a dead-reckoned route back across the North
Sea. At debrief, their story was treated with incredulity - RAF
intelligence at the time was that Luftwaffe fighter pilots were forbidden
to attack lone aircraft in pairs or more. It beggars belief that despite their
incredulity, the debriefing hierachy released the story to the press - and
all daily papers & the radio carried the story the next day. Eventually, in
1981, Dutch author/historian Hans Onderwater, reconciled the crew's
version of the events with the Luftwaffe's record of the battle. Later, in
the last week of 1994, Hauptmann Bonsch, his crew and aircraft were
discovered in new building foundation excavations (this, despite German
authorities in 1942, telling the crew's families that the bodies had been
recovered from the aircraft and buried). This story was widely covered in
the British National Press on New Year's Eve, 1994.
Source: Nachtjagd War Diaries Dr. Theo Boiten. Mr. Tex Waite.
Regards Michel Beckers

